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SUMMARY OF SIOT DATA, OPZRATION TEAPOT

Latitude AMd

Shot Cods Name Date Time* Area Type Loegitude of
Zero Point

1W10 18 February 1 -10 T-1-4t 762-ft Air : :: ::.Y

2 Moth 21 February 0545 T-3 30-:3 Tower "

3 Toals I March 0530 T-Sb 300-ft Tower " ' "

4 Turk 7 March 0520 T-2 500-ft Tower P* I S
83 0? .fO

HortU 12 March 0520 T-a 300-ft Tower ° o

6 a"o 22 March 0605 T-7-1sa 500-ft Tower I ,41 i

83 It 10 N .1=1
7 EU 23 March 1230 T-0a 6-ft Undrlptd o I VAN

8 Apple 29 March 0455 T-4 500-ft Tower 3? K 0.300IM* 0U 00.104'

9 rasp 29 Marz 1000 T-7--4f 740-ft Air ViAn
t OI H 8•8

10 HA 6 April 1000 T- 56 36.620-ft MEL Air *

11 Post 9 April 0430 T-9c 300-ft Tower V of 110.6"
114It O MNAM

i2 MWT 15 April 1115 IF 400-ft Tower ,isItS" "-10911

13 Apple £ 5 May 0510 } T-1 500-ft Tower
5b Ka 0.810

14 Zucchini 15 WIaY o 50', T-7 - Is 500-ft Tower '* K

App.uxlmhts local time. PIT •rior to 24 April. PDT after 14 April
t Actual zero point 36 foot north, 4M feet west of T- 7-4.
1 Actual zero puint 94 feet north, 62 foot west . T-7-4.
I Actual zero point 36 feet south, 397 foot west of i - 5.
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ABSTRACT
This report is concerned with that part of W7ject 2.3 which studied

the activities induced in the surface of the earth near ground zero by
neutrons released frcm a nuclear detonaton.

Gamma-ray spectral measurement& of Nevada Test 8ite soil obAined
frum the vicinity of ground zero folloving 3hots 1, 4, and 7 have been
studied. From these it is concluded that the relative 4untities of
observed neutron-induced activity to fission-fallout activity are func-
tions of height, yield, and type of detonation.

Ten different soil samples were exposed to the nautrons from Shot 5.
Whlje only N&2 and 1n56 activities could be definitely found in signifi-
cant quantities in all soils, the relative amounts of these two radio-
isotopes varied over a considerable raWge and, within reasonable accuracy,
can be said to have been activated Ain proportion to the mount of sodium
and maupnese atcms present in the soil at the time of irradiation.
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FOREWORD

This report presents the final results of one of the 56 proJects oompriv-
ing the Klitary Effects Program of Operation Teapot, which included U4
test detonations at the Nevada Test Site in 1955.

For overall Teapot military-effects information, the reader is re-
ferred to "Sumu Report of the Technical Director J'Ulitary Effects
Program.' WT-f153, which includes the folloving: (1) a description of
each detonation including yield, zero-point environment, type of device,
ambient atmospheric conditions, etc.; (2) a discussion of project results;
(3) a Smuiry of the objectives and results of each project; and (4) a
listing of project reports for the Military Effects Program.

PREFACE

The mAthors desire to ackncvledge the assistance of, and several
ve•, profitable discussions vith, M. Horia, J. IAL, and C. Callahan of
the Analytical and Standards Brnnch. Chemical Tchnology Division, NRDL.
with regard to the che.,i -"L sna'yses of the soil samples and to the
problems of prepaat.l .n of samples for future work.

The assistzce and -xKperation of W. M. Johnson, Principal Soil
Correlator for the Western States8 U. S. Department of Ajriculture, Soil
Conservation Service, ,& discussi.na concerning soil fundmenrtals, is
gratefully acknowledged. I]e detailed soil desecr.ption which he has
supplied has .-en greatly appreciated.

The assistance of R. A. Taylor in electronic matters, ao vital to
the entire ope-ration, cannot be adequately covered by words.

We also ýxesire to thank M•vT.7rd Cowan of Sandia Corporation fur the
flae cooperetion in perfurm-ig- this joint project.
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Chapter I

INTRODUCTION

1.1 SCOPE OF THIS REPORT

Following a nuclear detonation, gamma radiation is observed in the
vicinity of ground zero. The sources of this radiation are radioactive
nuclei formed either by the fission process or by nuclear transmutations
induced by neutrons. Fission products and ntutron induced radioactive
isotopes formed by neutron reactions in any material which is thrown into
the air appear as fallout. The distribution of this fallout is dependent
on the size and height of burst and the meteorological conditions at the
time of burst. Radioactivity may also be induced in any other matter in
the vicinity by neutrons which escape from the device.

Project 2.3, Operation Teapot, studied the spectra of both types of
residual gamma radiation. This report covees those parts of the project
which studied neutron induced activities exterior to the device, specifi-
cally, in this case, soils.

1.2 OBJECTIVE

The sole purpose of this report is to provide information on the
nature of the gamma radiation activities induced in soils by the neutron
radiations from auclear weapons. Observations were made within the first
few days after detonation. This information may serve as source material
for the development of a tactically useful system for predicting similarly
produced ridiation from othe;r devices over various terrain and soil con-
figurations. Hovever, a method for the prediction of such radiation will
not be part of this report.

1.3 TORY

1.3.1 Residual Gamna Radiation from a Nuclear Device. The residual
grnam radiations which are observed following the detonation of a nuclear
device are either fission product radiations or radiations from radio-
active isotopes that have been produced by a neutron capture reaction.
The neutron capture Wa' occur either in material in or iwdiately around
the device or it may occur in matter which is in the immediate vicinity
of the place of detonation but which is not an intimate part of the device
or associated equipment. In the latter category are the neutron capture
processes which occur in the soil within a few hundred yards of ground
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zero. It may also include- neutron capture reactions in any equipment or
other material which happens to be in the vicinity of ground zero at the
time of detonation.

1.3.2 Attenuation of .Neutrons-Gener.. Discussion. Neutrons which
reach the soil or other material exterior to the device must first escape
from the device and finally pass through the air or other matter which
separates the device from the object of interest in which radioactivity
is induced. During the passage through this matter, the neutrons are
absorbed and scattered (attenuated) by the nuclei of this matter. These
processes cause some modification in the nature, especially the energy
spectral characteristics, of the neutrons.

Interactions between neutronu and other nuclear particles are of
three general types: elastic scattering, inelastic scattering, end
capture. Which is to be the most probable type of interaction depends
on the energy of the aeutron.

For fast neutrons the scattering cross section is usually consider-
ably larger than the capture cross section. The probability of an inter-
action is dependent on the density of scattering nuclear particles, the
density of incident neutrons, the atomic number of the scatterer, and the
energy of the incident neutrons.

Neglecting certain quantum mechanical effects in which the wave
length of the incident neutron must be considered, elastic scattering may
be viewed as a strictly mechanical problem in which both energy and mcmen-
tumr must be conserved. Scattering material of low atomic number reduces
fast neutrons to therviLi energies =ich more quickly than do higher atcmic
number materials. For example, if a neutron traverses a medium composed
of hydrogen, an average of 17.5 collisions are required to reduce a 1 Hev
neutron to thermal energy. Thermal energy is considered to be about
1/40 ev. To effect the so-ne reduction in carbon requires 111 collisions
and in lead, 1800 collisions (Reference 1).

Inelastic scattering of neutrons may occur if the neutron possesses
sufficient kinetic energy to raise the scattering nucleus to an excited
level while be:*ng scattered. Again momentum, as well as energy, must be
conserved.

If a fast neutron is captured, the resultant nucleus is always in
an excited state. Often this higher state is farther above the ground
state than the binding energy Qf one or more nuclear particles within the
resultant nucleus. These nuclear particles may then escape from the
nucleus. Specific reactions of this type occur when a fast neutron is
captured and a proton escapes, an (n,p) reaction, or when a fast neutron
is captured and an alpha particle escapes, an (n. 0) r-action. Many other
types of reactions may occur, depending on the energy of the incident
neutron, but the two reactions mentioned are the only fast neutron
reactions which appear at aii possible in any quantity for nuclear device
neutron energies.

Thermal neutrons are in temperature equilibrium with the surrounding
nuclear material and will diffuse through this material until captured.
Usually the capu;ure of a thermal neutron adds insufficient energy to the
target nucleus to allow the escape of a nuclear particle such as a proton
or an alpha particle. The surPlus e-.rgy available in the resultant
nucleus then escapes in the form cf a gomna ray, an (n, Y) reaction. Such

12
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radiative capture reactions may also occur for incident fast neutrons but,
vwth the exception of ccrtain resonant energies, are much les probable
for the higher energy neutrons than for thermal energies.

The probability that one of a beam of monoenergetic neutrons will
pass undeviated through a target material maey be expressed as an exponen-
tial function exP(La 4 us)x, where Ila is the absorption coefficient for
the modu'm through which the neutron moves, ps is the scattering coeffi-
cient for this sewe medium, and x is the path length. Both the absorption
coefficient and the scattering coefficient are energy dependent.

A neutron detector placed anywhere in space will be affected by all
neutrons which pass through that space and which have the proper energy
to be observed by that detector. Thus the detector placed at some arbi-
trary location in the earth, B, (illustrated in Figure 1.1) observes all
neutrons passing through B. Neutrons may reach that point from the point

0

I4

tI " 2

Al air
earth

II

Figwe 1.1 Radiation of neutrons from point of detost.lon.

o~f detonation of a device by a large number of paths such as the direct
route, 1; a single scatter in the air, 3; several scatters in the odr, 4~;
scattering in both air and soil, 2; or by many other routes which my
include any number of scattering interactions. Because of this, neutrons
from the device may be incidnt on the detector frc, mny d-irection.

It is obvious that a cal,'ulation of neutron intensity cannot consi-
der each individual scatter and capture, but =,ast lum these into som
simplified equation. The relative decrease in neutron tutensity as a
function of distance may be appx ,ximated mathinati cally through use of an
efrect.i~,e attenuation coefficient,1L, or an effective interaction length,
L, such that

12 =Ile"IM , a 7/

Such a simple expression does not aIva*" apply since neutrons of higher
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energy may be scattered into a lc er energy region thereby producing
a buildup of lover energy neutrons. tnder these circumstances this
expression applies to the higher energy neutrons but not to the lower
energy ones until an equilibrium situation is reached.

1.3.3 Attenuation of Device Neutrons in Air. As the neutrons radi-
ate from the point of detonation, as illustrated in Figure 1.1, they undergo
scattering interactions in the air. A measure of the rate of removal of
neutrons from an arbitrarily chosen energy interval provides a first
measure of the effective interaction length for that energy region.
However, if there are neutrons radiated from the device having energies
greater than the energy interval under consideration, a certain percent-
fte of these higher energy neutrons will be scattered into the observed
energy interval. Also, a few of the neutrons in this energy interval
will be captured by appropriate nuclei in the air. At sufficient distance
from the neutron source an equilibrium condition should be reached in which
the number of neutrons entering a given energy interval is proportional
to the number leaving. Thus the effective interaction length for all
energies of neutrons will be the some at large distances from the neutron
source.

Thermal neutrons are produced by the degradation of fast neutrons
into the thermal energy region. IThermal neutrons are lost by capture.
Therefore &t t.fficient distances thermal neutrons should also approach
an equilibrium condition in which the effective interaction length is the
same as for fast neutrons.

1,3.4 Neutron Induced Radioactive Nuclei. Radioactive isotopes
are produced by all the capture processes mentioned in Section 1.3.2.
The most common neutron reaction producing radioactive Isotopes is the
(n,Y) process; although this reaction is possible at all neutron energies,
it has its largest cross section for neutrons in the thermal energy range.

It is also possible for fast neutrons to produce radioactive isotopes
by other reactions such as an (n, Q) or an (n,p) process, but these
reactions usually have a threshold at several 1ev, so am effective only
wij n a re tively small fraction of the fission neutron spectrum. The
Fe (n,p)Mn• reaction for example has a threshold at 2.9 Mev and its
cross section reaches a peak at 14 Mev (Reference 2) of 0.1- 1ens. This
is very suall comred to the 13.3 barns for the Mn5 5 (n,y )Mnk5 reaction
and therefore probably does not compete significantly in the production
of radioactive isotopes in soils unless very large quantities of iron
are present i- the soil.

1.4 PREVIOUS WORK ON SOIL INDUCED ACIMVITIES

An assessent of the problem of ne'itron induced a-tivity in soil was

made (Reference 3) at Operation Ranger. The five shots of this operation
were detonated between 1,002 and 1,4uo feet above the terrain and gave an
opportunity for measuring induced soil activity without significant
quantities of fallout activity. Dose rate measurements were made for
each shot. Radioactive soil swnples fram Shot 5 were returned to USSDL
for analysis. Based on half-life measurements starting at H1 4 3.5 days,

14
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the ne~ ron indurtd radioactivity in the soil samples was determined to
be Na2 . InactY 0e aluminum, calcium, iron, magnesium and silicon were
each present in the samples to greater than 10 percent as determined by
spectro-chemical analysis. Sodium and copper were determined each to be
present to less than 10 percent.

Similar radiological surveys (References 4, 5, and 6) conducted at
subsequent Nevada Test Site operations form the present basis for pre-
dicting neutron induced dose rates in Nevada Test Site soil. These data
have been summarized in graphical form by AFSWP (Reference 7) for the
prediction of gwena-ray dose rates to be expected as a result of neutron
induced radioactivity in Nevada Test Site soil. Sandia Oorporation has
devised (References 8, 9, and 10) a system for the prediction of soil
induced activity dose rates based on specific weapon models. Both the
AFSWP and the Sandia Corporation work are limited to Nevada Test Site soil.

15
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Chapter 2

PROCEDURE
2.1 SCINTILLATIONI SPBIROMMY

Gama radiation is very high energy electrognetic radiation. It
can be observed only if it interacts with matter, usually through trans-
fer of its energy to an electron. The electron cannot retain the added
kinetic energy as it passes through matter, but promptly loses it through
a series of interactions with the atcms in the matter through which it
moves, with the average energy loss per interaction being only a mall
fraction of the initial kinetic energy of the electron.

Each interaction between this electron and the matter through which
the electron passes results in an excitation or ionization of an atom
in the matter. When the atom returas vi its normal ground state, it
releases the surplus acquired energy, usually either by thermal transfer
of energy to neignboring atoms or by the emission of a quantum of radia-
tion. If the release is in the form of radiation, the energy of each
quantum is much less than that of the ga ray which initially triggered
the process.

For certain transparent crystals the resulting radiation is within
an easily detectable spectral region, such as the visible part of the
spectrum. This rhenmenon forms the basis of scintillation spectrometry.
Thallium-activated sodium iodide [NaI(Tl)] is such a crystal. If the
crystal makes good optical contact with a photouiltiplier tube, the
visible light liberates electrons photoelectricall , from the photo&unsi-
tive surface on the face of the tube. By appiying appropriate voltage
increments between successive dynodes of the photcuultiplier tube, these
electrons are accelerated from one dynode to the next and at each dynode
secondary electron pro-uction takes place. Because of this series of
electron multiplication, the final outpu.t of the tube is an electrical
pulse of sufficient magnitude to produce a signal in standard, but
relatively sensitive, electronic equipment. This process is illustrated
in Figure 2.1. A typical crystal-photomultiplier system ready for use
is shown in Figure 2.2. Becausesodium iodide is deliquescent, the
packaged crystal must be sealed against exposure to moisture. The
crystal package has a transparent face (glass) against the photamulti-
plier tube, but otherwise is light tight. The photomultiplier tube is
covered with black electrical tape to prevent light from leaking from
the outside into the photosensitive surface of the tube. A very small
leak will amit considerably larger quantities of light than is seen by
the photomultiplier tube from the scintillations of the crystal.

2.2 ENEGY ABSORTIION BY A Na&(TL) 2YJ1AAL

Gamma rays may inteiact with matter through a number of processes
(Reference ii), most ccmmon of which, are the photoelectric, 'Ympton,

16
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and pair production interactions. In a photoelectric interaction, the
gama quantum is cpletely absorbed by an atom of the crystal. Most
of the energy of the gems ray is transferred to an atomic electron,
which escapes from the parent atom. In the Ocqton process the gm
ra is scattered by an atom in the crystal, in which case only part of
the eg a-ray energy is lost and the photon continues with lower energy
in a direction different from its initia- direction of travel. In the

pair production process the gmma quantum is also completely absorbed
Sgving its entire energy to a pair of electrons, one positively charged
(positron) and the other negatively charged (negatron) that are created

at the point of knteraction. Since an energy equal to the rest energy
of the electron (I a moc 2 ) must be absorbed to create each electron of
the positron-negatron pair, a gena-ray energy cf at least 2mc 2  1.02
Nov is required before the process can take place. This process becomes
significant only for go=a radiation having energies greater than several
Mev. In the photoelectric effect, the photoelectron leaves the parent
atom with a kinetic energy less than the energy of the incident gamea
quantir , by an mount equal to the binding energy of the atanic shell
from which it escapes. This kinetic energy is transformed into w.
electrical pilse by the crystal-photcmultiplier system. The remaining
gma-ray energy is very quickly released by the parent atom when an
electron from one of its outer shells falls into the shell from which
the photoelectron escaped. This causes the release of one or more
characteristic x-rays. Because of the relatively low energies .f these
characteristic x-rays, they are quickly absorbed and produce their own
Photoelectrons from shells having very low binding energies. Because
all this happens in a tim much shorter than the resolving time of the
electronic equilmsnt, all the energy appears as a L ngle pulse, the size
of which is directly proportional to the energy of the incident gamma ray.

In the Oaupton process the incident gima-ray scatters from one of
the electrons of the atom with which it interacts. The energies of the
scattered gias ray, and of the Compton electron, are determined aj a
function of the angle of scatter through use of equations derived from
the le of the consernation of ontum and energy. The Compton elec-
tron loses its kinetic energy in the crystal producing at the output of
the photomultiplier tube a.. electrical pulse in magnitude proportional
to the kinetic energy of the Compton electron. As the scattered gm
ray passes through the crystal, there is a finite probability that it,
too, will undergo an interaction within the crystal. If it does, this
interaction may 'e either a photoelectric interaction or another Comp-
ton interaction. Becau~se of the higper photoelectric cross section for
lower gew-ray energies, the probability of this second interaction
being a photoelectric yrocess becombs greater the lower the energy of
the scattered Comptou gn ray; also, the longer the path thrci h which
it must travel, the grewter the probability of succeeding interactions.
Because of the relatively long resolving time of the electronic equIpment
compared to the time required for these physical processe., the energy
from any series of Ociton interactions, followed by a final photoelectric
interaction, will result in a single output pulse proportional to the
energy of the incident gm ray. If a C wton scattered gm ray
escapes from the crWt.l, the resulting electronic pulse is lower In
ma•nitude and produces a part nf a continum of lower magmitude.

The total kinetic energy of the positron-negatron pair originating
f.L the pair production process is 1.C22 Nov less than the energy of

Is
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the incident g=a, ray. This produces an electronic output pulse in
Ma003u1 e proportionally 1.022 Mev less than the photoelectrically
produced total absorption peak of the gwam. ra. However, after the
positron cmes to rest, it is annihilated throu& a merging with saw
negatively charged electron in the vicinity, resulting in the release of
two gmam rays each with an energy Z j: soc; 0.511 Nev. Either of these
gama rays my interact within the crystal. If the full energy of only
one is absorbed (the other escaping) a pulse is developed in mgnitude
0.511 Mev less than the photoelectric pu2Aes. Hwever, if the fll
energy of both quanta of annShilation ra&iation is absorbed, the resulting
putlse is indistinguishable from a photoelectric pulse.

2.3 T= SI•LB C•EA•EL GAMMA RAY

If a means is found whereby a plot my be auds of the number of
photomultiplier output palses sgainst pum •it'de (usually called
pulse height since the magnitu; is seen as height on the screen of an
oscilloscope), all those output pulses produced by the total absorption
of the energy of individual monoenergetic ga r@s appears at the semi
valua of pulse height and produce a peak, knw as the full energy peak,
in the result!ng plot (References 1Ii, 15 and 16). Gm rays, the engy
of which are ntyt totally absorbed, form a continuous distribution between
zero and the full energy peak. An electronic device capable of producing
such a plot Vs the single channel scintillation snctrinter uhich vas
used to study the raaiations from the, s=les returned to Mercury from
the field following Sots 1, 3, 4, and 7. It consisted of an alifier,
single chan ne plse height analyzer, count rate circuit, and Brown strip
chart recorder, and was basically the sie as had been used for silm
measurcmnts in Operatiou Upshot-Knothole (Reference 12) and in Operation
Castle (Ra-ference 13). The block diagrm of the electronics for this
apparatus is ahbou in Figure 2.3, and the cm3ste spectrinter is pic-
tured in Figure 2.4. The most significant change in the spectrter,
between the Upahot-Knothole, Castle, and Teapot msarmaznt., has been
an increase in the size of the thalltim-activated sodium iodide crystal
used as a detecting device for the spectr'wter. For m i, - nt. in
Operation Upahot-•nothole a cylindrically-shap4 1 in.-dimiter by 1 in.-
high crystal was used, and for Castle, a 4 in.-diýmter by 4 in.-hIat
crystal vas used. Fur TeaPot, a 7 in.-diinter by 4 in.-hiji crystal
was used. ( 'is crystal was loaned to this project for Tespot by the
Radiation Diviston of the Navaa Pesearch Laborstor. ) This crystal, a
Duaont type 6364 photconltiplier tube, and a cathode follower yave fliier
are housed in the cylinirical lead cintainer, *ich sits n to
the right oO the alectronic chassis. At the top of the cylandrieal
holder (see Figure 2.5) is a 6 In.-thick c;-lndric&1h-s•b••• piece of
lead which acts as a shield between the cryrsWtan a sawee of V
radiation and also proviaes the •ruar throu& ih*ih the reiatian
traverse in order to reach the crystal.

Mhe effect of increasing the size of the crystal to *nhance the total
absorption effect has been shwn in the OCatle report (bferenme 13).
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2.4 TH1E TWEFlY (TIAMNL GAA RAY SPEC'TrR =.

Foliovlnz aTct 5 the many soil samn•ieswhich had been exposed to the
neutron radiation were analyzed using a 20 channel pulse height analyzer
%fhich was rouanted In a 2 1/2 ton. 6 by 6, Type.K53 truck. The particular
mounting if this spectroetter had been made primarily for the other part
of itoJect 2.3. the study of gmmma ra.y radiatfon fields produced by fall-
out. However, ft could still be used for the observation of gmma ray
spectra emitted by individual radioactive 4 ,aples. A block diagrm of
the elect'roni:s for this spectrcmeter is illustrated in Figure 2.6 and
a jphotograph of it appears in Figure 2.7. This type of analyzer can
recuord 2- ct.use height intervals (channeis) similtaneously, therebv
delreasir4n the time required to record a spectrum. A permanent record

t.e . .nformat:on appearing on the scaling strips at the top of the
spectrometer is made photograrhically ub.ng a modified K25 aeri&" photo-
graphy c-'anera mounted on the opposite wall of the trucak, an illustrated

Figure 2.5 Collimt.4r and lead shield houtingn the 7-imb-diamtez
by 4-incb-higkz hI (TI.) ozytal, tb. tu~nt TYps 6364 pbotmaltiplier
tul., and Pr"wpUlIr.
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in Figure 2.8. These two processes permitted very rapid scanning of the
samples from Shot 5, which was required because of the large number of
samples and the relatively short half-lives of the isotopes present.

The detection crystal for the 20 channel analyzer consisted of a
4 in.-diameter by 4 in.-high cylindrically-shaped NaI(TI) crystal.
This crystal and associated photomiltiplier and preamplifier were mounted
in a lead housing 6 in.-thick on all sides and 8 in.-thick at the colli-
mator. A cross sectional view of this system is shown in Figure 2.9.

2.5 PROCMIM FOR SOTS ., 4, AND 7

Nevada Test Site soil samples were collected fur Project 2.3 by
several groups at the Nevada Test Site. For Shots 1, 4, and 7 these
samples were simply dug from the earth -n the vicinity of ground zero
sometime within the first day after detonation. Their gwmna-ray spectra
were then analyzed on the single-channel analyzer (Reference 13) to
determine qualitatively the importance of neutron induced activities.

For Shot 1 sables were obtained by a team of two men from Rad Safe
who scooped up about half a shovel of dirt from the immediate vicinity
of the originally planned ground zero. This was transferred to a ccn-
tainer and returned to the laboratory at Mercury. Two samples were
prepared from this soil and measured within 1 1/2 hours after the time
of detonation. Similar procedures were used to obtain samples for Shots
4 and 7, using the services of personnel from Projects 2.4, 2.5.2, and
2.6.

2.6 FRCXUR FOR SHOT 3

Several pieces of material wht h appeared to be of metallic nature
were picked up by a RBd Safe team in the vicinity of ground zero. The
spectra of these particles were followed on the single chamnel spectro-
zmter for about two weeks. The radiation characteristics from these
6amples were those of a mixture of fission Nroducts and induced activities.
Althou.gh not soil samples the fact that Naý4 radiation vas found to con-
tribute appreciably to their total radiations# led to the inclution of the
results of the observations of tdr pmm rudiatiowu In this report.

2.1 PRO(ZWBI FOR SOT 5

This part of Project 2.3 was conducted in cooperation with the
Sandia Corporation, who, througb the U. S. Departmnt of Agriculture,
procrured nine representative soils for this experiment. These soils were
procured frum various locations vithin the continental limits of the
United States, Hwsaii, and Paerto Rico. They are considered by the
U. S. Department of Agriculture as typical representatives of sands,
loaws, and clays. In addition, a tenth soil (Type 8) vaz procured at the
time of Operation Teapot at the Nevada Test Site. Forty soples, four
of each soil type, vere prepared for e.Vosure to ntitron radiation at
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Figure 2.8 Wall of K53 spectromter truck opposite the 20-channel
ana.l Jer %Jwving the recording camera in place.

Shot 5. The names and locations of procurement for each soil are as
follows:

0. Spring Clay Loam Las Vegas, Nevada
1. Conowingo Silt Loam Pennsylvania
2. Nipe Clay Puerto Rico
3. Koolau Clay Hawaii
4. Norfolk Fine Sandy Loam South Carolina
5. Carringtor Loam Iowa
6. (.iester Loam Virginia
7. Houston Black Clay Texas
8. Nevada Test Site Area 3-A
9. Niland Gravelly Fine Sand Westmoreland, California

A detailed description of the soil series with which these samples
are members is given in the appendix.

2.8 CEEICAL ANALYSIS OF SAMPLES (,DT 5)

Upon return to NRDL, a quantitative chemical analysis was performed
on a portion of one sample set, 31 through 4,*.* The resulting iron,
manganese, potassium, magnesium and sodium content- are listed in
Table 2.1. This analysis was supplemented by a spectrographic analysis
of samples 41 through 5j, which was of a qualitative nature, and the

* The last digit of each sample number designates the soil type. Samples

11, 21, 31. and 41, for example. are the same soil, but were p.laced for
exposure qt different iocations.
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results of which did not basically differ from the quantitative analysis.
Further analysis of portions of the original U. S. Department of Agri-
culture (USD) samples were made for Sandia Corporation by the Smith-
Emery Company of Los Angeles. Their results are listed in Table 2.2.

For some samples there is a decided variation between the soil
chemical composition reported by the two groups. This variation ap:ears
to be real and is apparently caused by lack of homogeneity in the ori-
ginal sample material. Upon visual examination of any soil, it is
immediately apparent that the various constituents in the soil are n~ot
uniformly mixed. Since the samples analyzed for Sandia Corporation were
taken from the initial Laterial (approximately 12 pounds) delivered by
USDA and the NIUL analyses were made on the unall test tube samples
(approximately 5 grams) whose radiation had been stuLied with the scf.n-
tillation spectrometer, it is not sur iising that differences in chemical
composition may occur. Thorough mixing, as for example ball milling,
of each of the soils before exposure or chemical analysis would have
given a truer picture of the soils' average chemical composition and
would have achieved greater uniformity between samples of the same series
in this experiment.

2.9 EXPOSURE PROCEWRA. A-SHOT 5

For exposure to the neutron flux each sample was contained in a
short-length of 1 1/2 inch iron pipe, capped at both ends as shown in
Figure 2.10. In all, forty samples were attached to a cable* which ran
radially from ground zero to an anchor point outside the expected radia-
tion fields. The distribution of the samples on this cable was as
follows:

Samples 11 - 20 50 Yards from GZ
Samples 21 - 30 150 yar'.i from GZ
Samples 31 - 40 250 yards from GZ
Samples 41 - 50 350 yards from GZ

A bracket was welded on each container and used to bolt the pipe to the
cable.

2.10 COLLE(MION AND METARATION OF SrRCJ SOURCES (SHOT 5)

At approximately Rj 4 3 hr all forty mples were brought, i edi-
ately after recovery and in their exposure t .>ntainers, to the Control
Point at the Nevada Test Site. There, enough material was taken frc=
each container to fill a test tube of approximately 3/8 inCh diwaeer
to a depth of 2 to 2 1/2 inches. Equal volumes of each sample, &s near
as could be determined visually, were used. All samples were numbered
from the original exposure container to eliminate any possible errors in
transfer.

* By M. Cowan, Sandia Corporation
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TANA 2.1 4AIAXX AB 331 a MR=

UW 12 ....to *o I

3 0.75 0.0122 5.05 0.63 1.50

1 3.92 0.211 -- 1.60 0.51

2 54.0 0.274. 0.23 0.05 0.06

3 34.2 0.0377 0.35 0.46 0.22

4 0.79 0.00796 0.03 0.08 0.04

5 2.75 0.0847 0.54 1.11 0.77

6 3.31 0.0341 0.50 1.43 0.28

7 2.74 0.0458 2.45 0.52 0.08

8 1.25 0.0687 1.04 2.53 1.51

9 1.91 0.100 1.98 1.77 3.25

UM1 2.2 AIILYBI AT WMT-Unf =oW* 21 1~c 5!f M

0 0.020 1.30 0.51

1 0.160 0.27 I.6

2 0.240 O.O6 0.07

3 0.067 0.(V 0.38

4 0.022 lo se thea n .01 0.05

5 o.0o70 3.50 1.03

6 0.036 0.19 1.59

7 0.059 0.06 0.50

8 0.059 1.63 2.91

0.064 2.70 1.
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2.11 PROCEDURE FOR TAKING DATA FOLLOWING SHOT 5

For analysis, each sample was placed in identical geometry relative
to the lead collimator and crystal. The bottom of each test tube was
2 1/2 inches above the top of the 1/2 inch diameter aperture in the lead
collimator. Thus, as seen by the crystal, each sample was in consistently
good gemetry.

The pulse height distribution of each sunple was observed from 0
to 4 Nev over forty channels and from 0 to 300 key over twen~ty channels

Figure 2.10 Sample exposure, Shot 5.

in the initial runs. It became immediately apparent that there was no
information of value in the lover energy region and these measu-rements
were discontinued in later runs.

Background pulse-height distributione were taken at intervals
during the sample runs. In all cases the background vaE negligible
relative to the sample counting rate.

Pulse-height distributions were observed a second time from 12 to
24 hours after the initial data were recorded. The later pulse height
distributions for samples 21, 22, 27, and 28 were used to verify the
results from the earlier analyses. Agreement in all but one case was
good, and well within the experimental errors.
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Chopter 3

DATA REDUCTION
3.1 ANALYSIS OF PULSE-HEIGHT SPECTRA F"S OT 5

FroM the observed data, pulse-height spectra, vithout eorrection
or normalization, were prepared. A typical eximple is illustrated in
Carve A of Figure 3.1 for Smple 18.

The center of the 2.76 !ev full energy peak of Na2' Vw used as
the energy scale calibration mark. The peak was apparent in all but a
few cases and in those samples where the 2.76 Nev peak could not be men
the 0.845 Mev full energy peak cf kn5 6 was used as the calibration peak.
The center of the N&24 peak was ]ocated by assuming it to have GQwsian
form. This center of the Gaussian was normalized to fall in the tenty-
eighth channel. Under these conditions, the 0.845 Nev peak of MOO vas
located in the eighth channel, since the first channel did not begin at
zero but at approximately 100 key.

The process of normalization was the progressive broadning of each
channe. This ccopressed the totel rr pulse-height spectrum into a
smaller number of channels, placing the center of the individual total
absorption peaks at a normalized position on the energy scale (Oarve B
of Figure 3.1). At least a portion of this normlization is required to
cumpensate for a shift in gain due to the temperature fluctuations of
the crystal and a shift of gain within the uuplifiers of the analyzer.

As a result of the above manipulation, direct ccuparison could be
made between spectra, since e.ch spectrum could now be analyzed in an
identical manner. The full energy peak area was used as the basis for
this analysis. The channel in which a full energy peak is observed
includes background counts (usually so svll as to be insigniflcant) and
counts from the Cctpton distributions of higher energy peaks. To find
the true area of each superimposed peak, it was necessary to unfold the
spectra, which means that the Compton distributions for higher energy
peaks were successively subtracted from the normal~ied pulse height
distribution. In this way, a series of full enirgy peaks and their
associated Canpton distributins were evolved, as illustr~te.2 in Curve B
of Figure 3.1. The pulse heigi. •eitributions of five different g% *
rays can be seen in Figurr 3.1. The highest energy peak beloxgs to the
2.76 Nev gum rey of N• 2 4 . The ahaded area 5 is the (mton distribu-
tion associated vith this peak. This Coton distribution wat be sub-
tracted from the rest (f the spectrum to determine awrtuie and location
of the full energy peakgf next lowest energy. This peak belos to the
2.1 Nev gm ray of M3'bl1 for which the solidly-shaded area 4 is the
0anqton disLribution. Subtaction of this area loaves the 1.8 M~v Samu
ray full energy peak of >j0N as the next lowst energy g ray, ftr
which the shaded area 3 is the (ton distribution. Similar walysis
showe that the shaded a•re I and 2 are resectively the Compton distri-
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butione for the 0.845 Hev gm ray of Mn0 6 and the 1.38 Nov ga ray
of N&24.

The Anfolding system, from which the shape and area of the O(mpton
distributions were determined relative to the area of the full energy
peaks for the particular NaI(Tl) crystal used in these experiments was
derived from the 1;bW.on distriblxtions of five known gmm rM sources
(ig 2 0 3 , Na 2:2 , #mn56, KW , and N&a2 ) and the Berger-Doigget (Reference 14)
theoretical Ccupton distributions. The results of this derivation was
a specific peak-to-total function. for the Nai(TI) crystal used in this
set of experiments.

In addition to the peak-to-total correction used to determine the
total umber of gm-quanta observed by the crystal, a second correction
was required to add those game rep which traverse the crystal without
undergoing a Ccupton. photoelectric or pair production interaction.
This correction has been calculated and is soetimes called the
(l-e-Px) correction, since this equation, with A being the total absorp-
tion coefficient of Nal, gives the relative minb-r of gm-quanta vwhich
traverse the crystal with no interaction.

A third correction was required to account for the porosity of the
lead collimator to gamma radiation. The apparent tranmission through
the edges of the lead collimator has been calculated and found to be
significant for gmn -ray energies above 400 key. This porosity ha
been confirmed experimentally and appropriate corrections have been
made in tne calculations. The porosity correction factor as a function
of gm -ray energy is shown in Figure 3.2.

After these three corrections have been applied, the umber of
gams ray of each energy entering the NaI(Ti) crystal throu• the qpr-
ture of the collimator viUl have been determined.

At the energies involved, the self-absorption effects of the source
material and of tne air between source and detector were. negligible.

3.2 CAUVIATIOW OF NMM AF N&2' AND Xn56 ATM AT TDU ZMO

To determine the muber of radioactive atcms at tim zetrc, three
additional corrections were required.

The first was a correction to tim nero fro the time of cbservation
of the rate of emission of gý radi ion. Since the radiations of only
two radioactive isotopeki, Na?2 and I)b, were found, the adcustnt could
be me relatively ea lly, using the known decay constants of these two
isotopes.

The second correction determined the number of radioactive ato
needed at- time zero to produce the rate of eission obserled in the
crystal. This was derived frGa the equation, dJ/dt RA1.

Since the enission observed by the crysta wa that from e-4 a
ma fraction of 41 steredians, a solid angle correction ves also
required. This was determined by ~-a.LulAtion from too kw= pmotry of
the experiment and was calculated to be (1.197 x 10"-) of 49 sterudims.
A final correction, dividing by the weight of the s•le, vas required
to determine the umber of radioactive ato per pr of soil. Te
suples were prepared to have as ear equal volum as poesible. Hwver,
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their densities did vary considerably, such that the incraeent of wight
between different smaples was relatively large, percentage-vise.

A final formulation may now be given for the number, N, of activated
atoms at the time of detonation of the device of each individul type
in each soil saple per unit weight of soil sample. This formAla is

(e-At )(w)(IcB)(1 - e-x)(A)(KC)

where dN/dt is the measured count rate
KA is the porosity correction factor
e"At is the zero time correction (to time of detonation)
W Is weight of sample
?cd is the peak to total correction
(U - e"OX) is the crysta2 interas'tion correction
A is the decay constant
KC Is the geo.etrical correction

3.3 ESTIMATD MAf(IUM OF ERRCS

Each of the specific manipulations in the systm of analysis Just
described has an AasociatAd error. An estizmte of these erra-s is as
follows:

1. Determination of the total number of counts in the pulse highft
distribution relative to the number In the full exer' peak (peak to
total correction) as a function of energy for the specific crystal used
in this experiment. Eatimted error is jI percant.

2. Determination cf the number of gm rays which traverse the
crystal without Interaction (I - •"Ox) corrction as a function of
energy. Extirna•t. !rror j2 percent.

3. Geometric correction to deternaiz the solid agle msbtended by
the crystal. Estimated error 42 percent.

4. .oroeity (transmission) correction as a fMctiot of enMy for
the number of -am rays trcmamitted through the tkdges of the lo
collijmtor. gstriated error 45 percent.

5. The decay constant correctici, A, for l@24 and 3f56. I•rtmte1d
error 41 percent.

6. Therm is &I&- a generml statistical coitina error taken as
.'. No vtwere N. represents the grvs rw potons counted vithin each
photopeak.

7 The zerm tiaw c(rrection vw- known within an estimtd error
of _o.1 percent. This error wva insigificatly inLtl and tersfo,
was not considered in the resdts.

8. The wight of each ample was knotn within -n estimted wrr
of 1u0.1 percent. Thls error was tnsignificantly mall a trfeozre
vas not considzod in the resdts.

Inherent within the syste of O(mlto msubtraction Is a sysutile
error This error evolves frc the formlation of the subtrectio
curve and the rerting accuracy of the groqs. this arrce, plus other
m.li systemttic e_-rors, are t-vt1itd as probably wt n, than 45
percent, sed this error has been Mdde to t r=A prbable s;.
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Chapter 4

RESULTS and CONCLUSIONS

4,i RESULTS AK! CCICLSICKS FOR SHOTS 1, 3, 4, AND 7

Preliminary exploratory measurmento using the single-charnel
analy-zer were made of asuples picked up frcm the ±rit ahcts of the
Teapot series from which it vas apparent that induced activities were
=Jor contributors to some of the iffie ac;vities. These activities

were idnntified in tne field a Na and Mn7' by gina-ray .nergy and
half life. iater exm,.nation of other data revealed that K"4 is also
a possible contributor but its g-rans energy and half life can be
easily masked by that ,)! N8'- and its comtribution is relatively small.

Spetral measurements were made on ground saples from Shot 1
(750 ft air burst), from shot 4 (500 ft tower shot), and from Shot 7
(iudergrowid anot), which show respectively: pure induced activities,
miLed fission-produ.t and induced accivities, and almost pure fission-
prcAuct activities (for this discussion th-ý induced activities from
bcnu ccmpxments. especially Np23 9 , are lumped with the fission-product
activities, since they ame intimately mixed together in the explosion).
Also reported are the cpectra from the metallc saumples picked up at
tort 3 (300 ft tover shot).

'The spectra from Sinples 1-1 and 1-2* are shown in Table 4.1.
Swples were obtained by a teau of two men fraL Rad Safe who scooped up
about haalf a showel of dijrt from the imediate vicinity of the originally
planned ground zero. This was transferred to a container and returned
to the laborato-y at Mercury. Swrples 1-1 and 1-2 were both prepared
ITm this soil. Th_ test tube was filled to a depth of 3/8 tich for
8.uple 1-11 and to a &Pth of one Lunh for Sample 1-2. The asajigment of
sma- ray activiti as was checked by exposing saupi s of NaCi and Fe

(probably containing ame Ha) to the neutrons from Mhot 2. The 0.5 Nev
_ine which appears along with those of the Induced activities could be

annihilation radiation frca an induced-px)sitron activity or from pair
produ•tioon by higb-energy radiaticn, zu.& an the •.8 Mev line from N&24.
Relative to the zmun,. of NXa4 , the sawwt of MODS in Sanple 1-1 is only
56 perccnt of that in Snaple 1-2 (after decay corrections). This is
4 i4icative cf the samJling crrors invoived in this sort of meaLrirment.

The spectra from Sample 3-2, s metall!U piece, gathered near ground
zero is shown in Table 4.1 end has both fission product and induced
activity lineso me 1. 4 Xe" line attributed to N.?' appears to have
excess intensity in the first spectra and may indicate the preseace of
another activity.

* In numbering smples, the first number designates the shot, tbe second
number the particular sile.
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The spectra from Smples 4-1 (taken by Project 2.6 personnel at
2,400 yards South from ground zero) and 4-3 (taken by Project 2.4 per-
sonnel at 600 yards Eat from p-ow zero) are also shown in Table 4-.1.
The samples were gathered in a manner similar to Saples 1-1 eand 1-2. Te
discrepancy in the data of Smple 4-1 raises sone question of the assign-
ment uf the line to the NaR4 activity because the 2.75 line is absent in
the first 3/8/55 spectra end the 1.38 (?) line has disapeared in the
3/8/55 spectra (20 hours later); 4vereas it should tAill be visible if the
half life vere 14 hours as for N*24. It is possible that errors could
have been made in the data recording process, but there is no method of
checking nov. It in possible that the activity is not Na&2 in this sable,
but there is insuff4cient infomrmtion to reach this conclusion. The inten-
sity of the two N&24 lines should be equal. o excess of intensity in
the 1.4 line might be due to the 1.5 line of K (in ample 4-3, for
example).

For comparison, a spectra taken at a coprable time f1r Ssmp e 7-1
is included in Table 4.1, in which no gm lines a'cribable to N can
be detected.

These data appear to be consistent with the fallriag picture: the
total fission-product activities are overwhelmingly greater than the total
activities induced in nearby soil material by the neutrons from the device.
For devices which are exploded at a height of several fire-all radii, such
as Shot 1, the fission products are carried say in the faLV1ut cloud,
but activities are induaed in the soil near ground zero, and ,il smles
taken near ground zero shov essentially only soil irduced acý. ities. For
lover altitude shots, such as a tower shot (Shots 3 end 4) for wieh snow
of the soil found near ground zero has been carried into the stea and
cloud produced by the device, a more-equal ratio of soil induced activities
relative to fission product activities is found, while samples obtained
at greater distances fro ground zero ahoy decreasing mounts of induced
act'v1ties relative to fission product activities. In the case of a sutr-
face or underground shot, such as Shot 7, for which the soil induced
activities are thoroughly mixed with the weapon debris, the whole of the
resulting mixture is distributed as fallout. The soil induced activities
will be small (not more than a few percent) everywhere compared to the
fission product activities.

This has important consequences for these special cases. The decay
rate of the induced soil activityis a mixture of exponential decays oue
to the 2.59-hour half life of Mn?.b and the 15.0-hour half life of Na2'4
instead of the t-1.2 decay typical of fission products. The ga spec-
trum contains a large amount of the highly penetrating 2.75 Noev g
line from Na2 4 , while the effective upper limit of the fission-product 9
spectrum is 1.6 Mev.

4.2 RESULTS FR SHOT5

The results from each sample, 11 - 50, are shown in Tabie 4.2.
Columns A and B respectively give the number of atoms of •a• and Mz$ at
zero time per gran of soil, as calculated in accordance with the procedures
desaribed in paragraphs 3.1 and 3.2. Column C is the ratic of Mn•b to
Na2L at time zero for each sample.
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UM 4.1 MOM FLAB (AiLmnlU W1M5) 3I UViMz WWWee-ai Lzn MW

VAKOW 8aM COL. D inMm 0MpgCMRI

IM li100 1 1Oalgn to fl"LeOm pn at etIvItiem ad to LMAcs , &aev'..Ia.

lourb St. t.otiity Lima
Semple After ffta Fissioni Produot Lines 1ta2 ctviyL4e10 hoo 02 1oF--m No Soo 1 50 75 1t 177 1, l~igff - 1 60.
1-1 1 2/18 4.7 Close 0.00 0.00 0.48 0.18 1.31 1.55 0.21

3.5 1o.0o4 'o.04 : 0 .01 o0.10 40.09 40.L 40.06
-. 5 0o.00 0o. 00 o0.00 2.71 -1.11 -. 47 -3.20 '0.69

-2 1 /1207.0 40.13 40.20 40.20 JO. 25 JO. 35 ±D.30 JO.30 j9. to
1-0 1 2/19 2.7 0.00 -0.0 0 0.00 0.00 0.00 1.44 1.30 0.15

40.02o 4o.3 w:0.04 40.04 o005 W40.07 40.15 +0.18 40.04
3-2 3 9.0 " 6.00 -l6O 2.00 4.36 -7.63 -9.46 - -2.54 -0.74 -

.40.30 0.16 40.20 40.44 40.75 40.95 40.26 +0.07
3-2 3 .0 " 5.10 1.20 1.60 -1.o20 -2.37 3.28 -0.32 "0.83

40.26 40.12 K0.16 +0.12 +0.24 40.53 jo.03 ±o.03
4-1 4 3/7 7.3 2400 1.90 "0.79 -1.22 -1.87 "4.96 "4.57 1.93 0.71 6.19 0.00t

yda. 40.20 &0.20 40.26 o0.40 40.40 40.40 40.50 o0.40 40.380 0.40
4-1 4 3/8 27.0 "0.78 0.32 - 0.62 -1.34 -2.54 3.42 0.00 -0.00 o0.00? -0.00?

+0.20 40.15 40.20 +0.30 40.40 +0.40 40.50 40.10 . 4.1
4-3 4 3/8 29.0 600 2.80 -2.:,' -. 91 -4.50 .25 -5.40 "0.00 -0.00 T1.76 -9,41

yd,. 40.50 40.4f 4.0.50 40.W •0.50 430.80 41.00 40.70 o0.60 40.90
"7-1 7 3/24 8.5 -2.80 -1 -1.01 -. 13 -0.90 -1.07 "0.0 0.0 0 C.00 0.00+ _t°'. _2'0l+' /°m 0~.1o +0.10 +0.08o +0..:04_oo +oo

40.20 10. ±40.13 &C 0114.04. 040.0 4+0.06 +0.06

ShM 4i.2 JAMMY OF N824 AND M056 IN RAfI SOIL BOXX1

A B _ ___2__

""eroRao stive N of Radioactive zioac8olte
Raw Atom Pergm" W,4 Atom per rin m RaWo of ' P orti
RaqPIe SIn 8% 3ev) IS, J.36 mev) No' to i's, in Raab110- Oý~ll Ng Error) x1014 (I Irrmr) SAaL-1

U2 12.327 5.92 4.045 5.66 3.05
12A 21.585 5.90 .580 6.41 37.2
12b 21.899 5.90 .643 6.32 34.05
13 5. US 5.95 .640 6.53 9.14
14 .t77 6.29 .136 8.17 4.96
15 4.6;0 5.95 5.114 5.58 .91
16 2.78 1 5.96 1.166 5.91 2.35
17 4.52"* 5.94 .793 6.16 5.71
18 5.473 5.94 17.316 5.53 0.32
19 6.518 5.-9 24.692 5.50 0.26
20 .856 A.10 13.614 5.52 0.063
2u* 4.702 6.00 1.318 6.31 3.56
21b 4.673 6.00 1.328 6.0) 3.52
21 later 4.799 5.99 1.370 5.68 3.50
22a 6.770 5.92 .494 6.42 13.70
22b 6.533 5.92 .558 6.33 11.70
22 later 6.654 5.93 .1b, 6.47 37.74
23 1.936 6.02 .218 8.22 8.86
24 .255 6.65 .061 10.76 4.18
25 1.628 6.00 1.852 5.78 0.88
26 .937 6.16 .356 6.79 2.63
27 1.213 6.07 .247 7.69 ;.91
27 later 1.300 5.99 .271 5.82 4.79
28 1.893 5.99 5.192 5.61 0.36
28 later 1.866 6.33 5.400 5.59 0.34
29 1.871 A.06 6.860 5.55 0.21
30 .233 f,.57 4.9.4 5.5q 0.047
31 1.031 6.05 .274 7.17 3.75
32 1.469 6.05 .091 10.00 16.11
33 .519 7.01 .066 11.T77 .05
34 .057 9.57 .016 19.20 3.67
35 .437 6,56 .479 6.61 0.91
36 .258 6.76 .112 9.15 2.30
37 .432 6.' 1 .072 10.81 5.9`7
38 .45-1 6.76 1.409 6.09 0.32
39 .465 6.38 1.919 5.'/ 0.24
40 .C57 9.83 1.128 6.15 0.05
41 .264 7.07 .089 0o.66 2.95
42 .491 6.58 .038 15.56 13.08
43 .1U" 7.88 .033 16.68 4.4i
44 - "

45 .129 7.29 .148 8.2U 0.87
46 .0o 8.36 .047 1-2.38 1.56
47 .006 8.38 .054 12.68 1.61
48 .124 7.39 .387 7.01 0.32
49 .162 6.86 .613 6.26 0.26
50 .033 13.% 1 .334 7.03 0.099
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Table 4.3 compares the measured ratio of Nn5 6 to Na24 with the
expected ratio using the observed ratios of manganese and sodi•m in the
soil types as determined by the MRM and Smith-3Aery soil chemical analyses.
The measured ratio of Mn5 6 to Na? 4 has been determined fri'. the four samples
of that type using a weighting factor inversely proportional to the percent
err.r associpted with the individual samples. Calcusations of expected
Mno and Na2 4 ha--e been made frcm the soil chemical analyses using the

TABIZ 4.3 COWPARI8CE OF M&AUD Mn TO Na RBIO
TO [W UPZXM FQRW CIDICAL ANALYM

Measured Ratio of RD to &a Reatio of MR to me
soil Ratio of frCa A i•n by yu. from AP!&!L5As!
Type Nn to Na En aiith-Iiry IRM. axtth-ter

o o.065 0.0063 0.0147 0.063 0.147
1 3.32 0.321 0.595 3.21 5.96
2 21.16 3.503 .o034 35.07 40.40
3 7.12 0.133 1.662 1.33 16.61#
4 4.27 0.154 2.293 1.54 22.96

5 0.89 0.0853 0.139 o.854 1.39
6 2.21 0.094 0.189 0.94 1.89
7 4.53 o.444 0.985 4.45 9.86
8 0.32 0.035 0.036 0.35 0.36
9 0.24 o. o 0.031 0.24 0.31

assumption that ail activation is prodluced from (n,Y) reactions in the
thermal energy region. For sodium, the thermal neutron cross section used
was 0.56 40.3 barns, and for manganese, 13.4 ±0.3 barns (Reference 17).

4.3 INCI1M NTRUO RADIATICtS

Provided certain assumptions are a& ,epted, it is possible to calcu-
late from the information in Tables 4.2 and 4.3 the incident thermal neu-
tron flux at eawc of the four kample station locations. Of primary impor-
tance is the assumption that all N&24 and Ni56 activity was produced from
Na23 and mn55, respectively, by an (n,Y) process. This is not necessarily
true, since it^•s also possible to producG these radioisotopes by an (n,p)
reaction on M42t and Fey', respectively, and by an (n,a) reaction on A127.
However, all these reactions have thresholds in excess of 3 0ev. Since
neutron flux measurements show (Reference 18) a large predominance in the
thermal region, the assumption that all N&24 and Mn56 is pr•tuced by a
thermal neutron reaction does not appear unreasonable.

The measured thermal neutron flux was meaisured (Reference 18) at
each of the four sample locations by gold foil detectors. It will be
noted that the average neutron flux at both 50 yards and 150 yards frcm
ground zero are consistently lower using the sodium and manganese data
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TAS161 AU qm RZIM ==(a (AUXMJ nm
A~rr~l ~11 OF NW MM7 M AMW mC ANUMZZZ

____U *ct~w1lr ftbnwt Actl~y I ft= a

1 5.t 7.79 5.463
12* 6.59 8.23 1.00 1 6.31

in7 U8.16 7.10 6.30
13 1.98 a." 13.62 6.35

A 2.27 9.7 7.A8 6.66
15 3.49 7.72 Is&6.35

162.26 7.97 7-C 63
17 6.76 8.15 8.69 6.34

187. 7.69 I 7.00 6.35
19 5.18 7.67 5.73 6.34
20 6.19 1 7.68 I 6.17 6. 1#9

Ibmwl Moutjmu Flux (w1*~t-o wnT..) trcn NJ dt&---5.65 a!P'
Mo1m, Powtrom F1ux (usl4td aitrow) fm~ ML% asuk--- 6.i 8 x 0a 4
lbfmam Umutrom Fluz a& batermim4 vitb aalA dotect.e-8--8 A 1,L4

21* 1.76 6. j5 1.96 6.39

21 1a? 1.83 1.81 1 -A 6.39
2a5.61 i 8.25 2.19 6.32

22 .1 .18 2.118 6.33
22 latr 2. J 25.-16 2.16 .4
23 0,68 9.78 1.51 6. t2

25 1.6 7.87 1-69 . ,
26 .67 b. 64 i 24 6.55
27 2 .38 2-33 64
27 later 2.3. 7.8.) 2.4, 6.39
28 2.34 7.75 f 2.142 6-33
28 later 2."4 7. P, i 2.3J9 6.73
29 1.86 7.71 1. ( 64
30 2.25 I 7.73 1.68 b.43

SO~LI gvutrlm FLU~ w1*~gted aw~r.. Frrm gmý dt- 1.96 x W14.
lbenwl Iaitro ?I=x (wi~tted wmrso) fr Mm5b data---2.15 , 1014.
lbmaj N3gtrac Flu& w daterwn vith 8016 dtetcrx---2. 3 z 10J.
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than was obtained ucing thq gold data. Th s is somewhat inconsistent with
the idea that Na2 4 and Mn56 should have been obtained from both therVal
and fast neutron reactions. If any discrepracy were noted, it would have
oeen expected to be the reverse of what was observed.

For the neutron-flux calculations presented in Table 4.4, the NRDL
quantitative chemical analyses were used for the smuple content o0' sodium
and manganese. Some discrepancies will be noted if the Smith-Emery
analyses are used. The neutron fluxec at the 50-yard and 150-yard posi-
tions are plotted in Figure 4.1 f'r each sample using both NRD chemical
analyses (Plot A) and the Smith-Bmery analyses (Plot B). Note the inver-
sion of the sodiui and mpunianese average neutron flux values between the
two analyses. This shift is attributed directly to the soil ccmposition
as defined by the two chemical asjalyses.

Another way of plotting the data is done in Figures 4.2 and 4.3.
Aing the gold neutron flux values, effective neutron activation cross

sections have been determined for each sample. Figure 4.2 shos the
results for sodium and Figure 4.3 for mvnganese. Note that for many
samples the cross section is less than the thermal neutron activation
cross section, which, as indicated before, its not reasonable. However,
in all cases, the value of the crosa section for each individual saple
is relatively close to the thermal neutron activation cross section,
which strengthens the initial assumption that use of the thermal neutron
cross section alone is a reasonably valid assumption.

4.4 uwYoi4ITY OF SOILS

In discussicns with the Soil Oonservation Service, easis nw placed
on the fact that these amples, taken at single points, wr not zwpzwse-
tative enough of any one of the indiviual soils for a speifie snlication
of these results. As an ex le, the fact wve aasized that in the
Nevada Test Site area, the salt content of the 0oil concentrates by a
factor of at leart 2 directly beneath the desert vegetation. Therefore,
the activation per gram of soil taken f'in an open, uzxvagetated sae YiU
be lower than the saee soil surruunded or covered by vegetation. Similarly,
numerou soil amples taken from various locations vithin the go- U lost
Sit-ý area have shown, upon analysis, considerable differences A. d4i
content, approaching a factor of 4.*

Me e-rrall reliability of the neutron-flux figures as calculatji
is open to some question based on the diffeenres in chemicl anlyseS
of the soila. The calculation of the a.mber of radioactive ate at tim
zero possesses a greater reliability since the soil an isi did nat entor
these specific calculatlons.

4.5 IrecA OF SOIL IX AmTIVITmlS

The half lives of the two isot•3•s, Xa24 and A25, found as soil
indh-Led activities are 15.0 hours " 2.56 hours, respctively. %a blf
life of the overall soil wtivity will be dependent upon the rsltive
mounts of these two isoto a presert in the soil. F•or exam , Soil 2,
Wipe clay, ha. a large Mnr//!24 ratio; %A', it decays with & half lift
approaching the 2.56-hour half life of MI-'. Coversely, Sie 0 hM a

'M. Co•en. Private C3mmAA1ation. 39
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very 19v ratio, such that its half life approaches the 15.0-hour half lifeof Na24.

If a mixture of so80. induced activities and fission product fallout
constitute the radiation field, the observed half life vill became strongly
dependent upon the induced activity half life within a few hours after
detonation, providing the quantity of sol. induced activity existing In
the mixture is of the sme order of magnitude as the quantity of fallout.
The gross fission-product half life changes with time, decaying rapidly
at early times, leaving the relatively constant decay of the soil induced
activities as the major contributor to the activity during a major part of
tke first day or two after detonation.

4.6 cCBcUMICKs FnM SHT 5

The relative probability for the production of radioactive isotopes
in ten different soils by the neutrons frCm a specific relatively hig
neutron-flux experimental device has beep found f four different loca-
tions relative to ground zero. only MNa4 nId il activities have defin-
itely been isolated, and it would appear that the induced gm radiation
activities at time greater than 1 hour after detonation from most soil

types will be these two radiactive isotopes. What changes would be made
because of a different ,jpe of device having a different neutron epectrum
is unknown. haat difference would be made beciuse of differing water
content in the soils, with appropriate moderation of the neutrons, is also
unknovu.

The specific use of these results to calculate the done rate above a
uniform plane of soil, activated by the detonation of a high neutron flux
veapon, should be considered only as a tentative answer. Sae considera-
tions as to the inaccuracy of this answer are: (1) only four values of
activation as a function of distance are inown; (2) no information is
available concerning the activation as a function of depth below the soil
surface; (3) the general gm-ray field spectra above such a plane is not
established with the desired degree of precision necessary for evaluation
of aosage; and (4) the relative densities of the various soils and their
attenuation of gm and neutron radiation as a function of density is not
established.

4.7 NG-LrVD ATIVITIIS

Approximately six months after the control pulse height spectra were
wde, further analyses of a qualitative nature only were perfozwd on
soil Sanles 11-20. incluwive. Te results ahow so long-lived activity,
not c• military signaficance, but in an ant which might possibly have
long-Leru effects. The activilies were so weak that quantitativemesure-
ments were not possible.
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Chopler 5

RECOMMENDATIONS

Upon review of this experimant, the following recommendations are

me with regard to fute vowrk on ,:he subject of induced activities in

soils:
1. All amples, which are a m-ixtuxe of a number of elements, such

as soil siples, should be prepared as & uniform, finely-g-ound, homo-
geneous material to achieve uniformity for chemical acalysis.

2. To obtain information regardiDg specific are&s, representative
sspling should be a&&.

3. The possibility of using pure salts in future exposures should
be investigated. 1he relations to the actual soils could be made mathe-
matically frm analysis of chemical content of the sois.

4. Studies should be made on the relative activation as a function
of depth below the surface.

5. ?•wther information ahould be obtained regarding the relative
neutron cap••ure cross sections in the soil by element,3 producing gamim
emitters to elements producing ron-radioactive isotopes or iaotopes
decaying only by be . emission. One specific factor to be conside.,.2 is
the effect of vater conten. within the soil.

6. Tht extension of sampling distance t-cm ground zero is desirable
to indicate the effect of neutron spectrum hardening on the capture cross
section for the elements present in the soil.

7. Weutron irradiation of selec'ted samples in a reactor or cyclotron
beam should be made to evaJ.uate laboratory methods for setermining induced
activity radiation fields. Field spectral measurements vould be required
then only as a check of information or to obtain info-mation which could
not be obtained in the laboratory.
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Appendix A

PHYSICAL CHARACTERISTICS - THE
NINE SOIL SERIES SUf-PLIED dY THE

DEPARTMENT OF ARGICULTURE

A.l SOIL IUESSMIMTICS

Physical descriptions have been obtained* for the soil series appro-
priate to nine of the ten soils used in this sxperi&znt. While Soil 8 is
not described ipecifically, it does approxLmatly ft the 0 Sring Series.
Some Series Descriptions are listed an tentax-ve &nd amr msbject to M
by the U. S. Departmnt of Agriculture. Parts of the official descriptions
have been deleted for the make of brevity as not applicable to this experi-
ment.

A.1.1 Soil 0. Spring Series. The Spring series includes inerfetly
or poorly drained Solonchak soils of the arid Southwst. They are devel-
oped on fine-textured valley-filling mterials and lake-laid oediments on
nearly level land. They are light-colored, calcareous soils, and contain
moderate to high concentrations of salts. They occur in southern Nevada
vhere the mean annual precipitation is about 5 inches and the maw usal
temperature about 6o0'.

a. Soil Profile (Wping clay loin)

I. Light grayish-brwn cmpact calcareous clay los
:rust; about an inch thick. The love: part is vesicular Wa hs a ping
tinge.

2. Light pinkiah-brown friable gremular mlch of
careous heavy clay loa; very plastic wben vet; -bout three inches thick.

b. Varla~iona. A ctioe of the uabsoil Wvaies coatriderbly,
raging from slightly ccmeact in the filo zay low tn t at an d t,'gh
in the clay loim soil types. The lover subsoil is s at aottled in the
areas of high water table but oss wot appear to be mottled in most woe.
The area with high concentration of salts have a a precounced iach
layer than the more nearly self-free aream

A.-.2 Soil I. o(cvmino Series. The CoawinV soils awe deeloped
frum serpentine in the northem Piedont Platewa, zmizy in ftnusylvmiis
and Wryland. The soils of t is so ie are sha hllo bat my be
very shallco. Where soils are very challov, areas are locaUly knr as
"Barrens." They occur in association vt.th the abastar -nd Nwxor soilA.

FrcuJ. S. DEpartment of Aricu.lture, Soil Ckmwervatio Service.
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Miey are not widely distributed, and their total area seems limited.

a. Sail Profile (Coovingo silt loam, forested)

A0 1/2-0" teafacId consisting of well-decayed plant residues.
0-i" thick.

A, 0-2" Ight gray (lO 7/2 - 6/1i.) silt loam con-%aining scm
organic matter; weak fine to me dlum gravular structure;
very friable; very strongly acid. 1-3" thick.

A2 2-8" Ligbt pey (iOR 7/I) Cilt loam; very friable, non-
plastic.; very strongly zcid. 4-8" thick.

b. ESE in CharacteristiLs. Where associated with tCe Ieahaminy,
Urbana, CaWve-, and Aldtno series, Conowingo soils grade tovari those
"aeries. Extensive areas of very ah&Ulov soils and sme rock outcrop-
ccoon.ly occur in association •ith typical Oonaiingo soils. Oolors given
in the profile descrip~ion 3bf-e are for dry condition3. When soil is
moist, colore are two or three unite of value lower.

A_..3 Soil 2. Nie Series. Te Nipe series ccuprise excessively
draiiAd dark to dusky red soils (Latosols) derived frcL serpentine in
upland areas of sterto Rico aM OCbA. Tese scils are eraily identified
because they stain clothing and skin a "purplldh-red" tolor even when they
are dry. The lover perts of buildings constructed on the soi. 'ze stained
dark red. The clay 1o -zhe only type in the series, which is not widely
distributed nor extensive.

-a. 8211 Prof ile (N2221MV

0-6" Very diw •y red clay with moedrate fine and medium
graular structure; soft, .riable, very slightly
plastic; neutral or slightly acid. 0-8" thick.

6-24t" •u•ky red to dark red clay viiL weak fine granular
structure; soft, friable, ncn-plastic; highly permable;
zwfutre.7. .11-30" thick.

b. Range in dh-cteriqticq. Te darker suface layer is
occasionally more than 8 inches thick, b'2% it may be entl-ely lacking
because )f erosion. Depth to bedrock is cmlyonly gat, ranging frow a
few to many feet in diameter. Icror fertilP4t' of the soil is reflected in
slcv growth of vegeTation.

c. Diitribution. Western Euerto Rico and eastern Cuba.

A.1.4 Soil 3. Koolau Series. Te boll of the Koolsa series occurs
!i wet regio-x at the upper lizit of the areas used for grazing or n.t the
lower .imit of p'euent forests. It is st elevations ranging from 1W to
5,000 feet and receives an annual rainfall of 100 to 250 inches. The soil
occurs eutirely within vegptation zone I on the 183ou's of rs.O, Maul,
Holokol, and 0Ohu.
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The Koolau soil oceupies the driest part of the region occupied by
the Bydrol Dnic tatosols, but rainfall is extramely high. The profile
is characterized by the grayness of the A1 horizon, the yellowness of the
B horizon, and the "smeariness" of the soil material whem it is wet. hen
the soil dries, the clays dehydrate irreversibly and form hard granules.
The soil ic very highly leached and almost completely depleted of bases.
Sic tea has ,lso been removed, so there are high concentrations of iron and
&Ia m ccmpounds. Silica-sesquioxide ratios are generally 0.5 or below.

a. Soil Profile (Koolau cl!e)

A1  0-9" Dark gray silty clay; moderately developed course or
medium granular structure; friable when moist, firm
or bard when dry, smeary when wet; pH 4.0 to 5.0;
roots very numerous.

B 9'27" Yellowish-brown to yellowish-red silty clay;
moderately developed mediun blocky structure; hard
when dry friable when moist, strongly mary when
wet; pH 4.0 to 5.0; roots present; my be weakly
mottled with gry in lower part.

In places the Koolau scil apears to be dtveloping into a
soil comparable to those of the THmic Ferruginous IAtosol group. The
surface layer in these areas is silty and high in bulk density, and on
close exemination is seen to be made up of fine earth in which are many
tiny glistening specks. Under the microscope, these specks are seen to
be definite crystals that have been identified in other soils as gnetite,
arztV 3e, or ilmenite. An area on the island of Oahu has been included
that has a concentration of resistant primary minerals in a kaolinite
base. The inclusion of resIstant materials is thought to be an exception
rather than the rule for the series as a whole.

The soil properties vary somewhat with elevation and with
increasing rainfall. At the lower altitude limit, the soils grade into
the Humic Latosols; end A1 horizons are more distinctly granular and
browner and ". B horizons arz more distinctly reddish. Near the upper
and wetter limits of the series, the soil assmes some bydromorphic charac-
teristics. The A1 horizon is less distinctly yellowish wad in same places
may be weakly mottled with gray in the lower part. The mottling indicates
poor aeration. The series as a whole, however, consists of material that
is very ;orms and is easily penetrated by water. This material has high
water-holding capacity, and the clays shrink markedly on drying.

A.1.5 Soil 4. Norfolk Series. The Norfolk series include the most
prominent of the Yellow Podzolic soils in the Atlantic and Gulf Coastal
Pjains. These soils have been formed from thick unconsolidated beds con-
sisting chiefly of acid sandy clay loons in which there are layers of sand,
sandy loam, and sandy clay. Because of its wide distribution, the Norfolk
series is associated with a large mber of other soils. It is perhaps
most frequently associated with and closely related to the Marlboro, Tifton,
Ruston, Gilead, Orangburg, Lakeland, and Kershaw soils. The Norfolk
series may also be a3sociated with a number of other soils such as the
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Bowie, Blanton, Susquehanna, Bowwell, Cuthbert, and Shubuta series. The
Norfolk, Marlboro, and Tifton soils have profiles that are similar morpho-
logically in many respect-t. Norfolk soils have thicker A horizons, more
friable B horizons, and ýandier solums than do Marlboro soils. They lack
tb.- "'eakly cemented B horizons and the fine textured C horizon of the
Gilead soils. They are lighter colored, less brown, and contain fewer
concretions throughout the profile than the Tifton series which also has
a more sticky B horizon. Norfolk soils have more unifoimly colored lower
B horizons and are less fine textured in the C horizon than am Bowie
soils. They are much more yellow in the B horizon and perhaps less well-
drained on the whole tha the Ruston and Orangeburg series which are mm-
bers of the Red Podzolic group. They have much shallower surface layers
of sandy materials than do tht-. Lakeland and Kershaw series. The Norfolk
series is one of the most widely distrkbuted and extensive soils in the
Atlantic Coastal Plain and in the eastern part of the Gulf Coastal Plain.
The series is used for a large variety of crops and is of major agricul-
tural importance.

&. Soil Profile (Norfolk fin• sandy loam)

A, 0-2" Dark grayl to gray nearly loose loamy fine sand or
light fine sandy loan with fiue weak crmb structure;
strongly acid. 1-4" thick.

A2  2-15" Pale yellow nearly loose loamy fine sand or very light
fine sandy loom; essentially structureless; stron&V
acid. 8-14" thick.

Bi 15-18" Yellow to light yellowish-brown very friable fine bandy
loam or light fine sandy clay loam with medium weak
blocky structure; strongly acid. 2-6" thick.

B2  18-38" Yellow to light yellowish-brown friable fine sandy
clay loam with mediv'n moderate to weak blocky structure;
strongl6 acid. 14-24" thick.

b. Ra2&e in Characteristics. The principal types in the
series are sandv loams and loamy sands. Phases are recognized where the
thickness of the A horizon exceeds 18 inches but not 30 inches. Where
the sandy material is more than 30 inches thick, on the average, the soil
is included in the Lakeland series. In cultivated fields the A1 horizon
is mixed with the upper part of the AL horizon and loses its identity.
The texture of tht B2 horizon is commonly sandy clay loam but it may be a
heavy sandy loan or a light sandy clay, S&all rounded quartz gravel are
present on the surface and throughout the profile in places. There may
also be some s=all rounded iron concretions in the scil, especially where
it is ass(ciated with the Tifton series.

1
Provisional soil survey color ninas, 1946, have been used.
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c. Distribution. North Carolina, South CarolLna, Virginia,
Georgia, Alabma, Florida, Mississippi, Louisiaa, Arkansw, and eastern
Texas.

d. Remorks. The deeper sands and lowy sands formerly
included in the series are now included chiefly in the lakeland and
Kershir eeries. Norfolk series, named for the city .i Virginia, is no
longer recognized in the original area, Cecil Coanty, Maryland.

A.l.6 Soil 5. CarriE&Lon Series. The Carrington series includes
zonal Prairie soils developed on Iowan till which has slight to medium
plasticity, a heavy loam to sandy clay loam texture, and is leached to
50 or 55 inches. 7bey resemble in color the Tama soils of loessial origin
and are distinguished from the Clarion soils, whi-zh are developed in
glacial till of the Mankato subage of the Wisconsin, in having slightly
heavier textured B horizons, a greater depth to free carbonates, and 6
more compact and plastic underlying till, which was a heavy sandy clay
loam texture.

a. Soil Profile (Carrinitton loan*)

I. Duasky-brown to brownish-black wher moist; loose.
mellow, fine gramular loan; strongly acid. 8-122" thick.

2. Transition layer, ranging frcm granular, d&sky-brcn
loam or clay loom in the upper part, to brown cAay loam in the lower part,
strongly acid. 8-10" thick.

3. Dark yellowish-brown heavy lom to clay low, weakly
st2-angular. 7he material is well oxidized and leacued of carbonates;
slightly acid.

b. Range in Characteristics. The surface layer varies in
thickness and darkness with the degree and shape of slope. A thin
covering of loess may have added to the composition of the more silty
types. Occasional boulders and gravel are scattered over the surface of
these soils and through the soil section.

c. Distribution. Eastern Iowa and Minnesota.

A.1.7 Soil 6. Chester Series. The Chester series are gray-brown
Podzolic soils of the northern part of the Piedmont Plateau. Tue soils
are mnderlain by and developed from the weathered products of gneiss,
granite, and schist. They occupy the smoother relief flanked by the more
steeply sloping lands with less developed soils of the Manor series.
Acid in reaction.

a. Soil Profile (Chester loam)

A1  0-3" Pale brown to weak brown loon with considerable organic
matter and a shallow covering of leatold; fine to med-
ium weak crumb structure; strongly acid. 1-3" thick.

SColors according to Misc. Pub. 425, U.S.D.A.
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A2 3-12" Ligbt brown to brownish-yellow losm; mellov and friable.
Both of these lajers carry a high percentage nf silt.

j In cultivated fields the surface is brovnish to gray
to light yellowish-brown. Fine weak crumb structure;
strongly acid. 6-10" thick.

b. lOM in Caaracteristics. Smal areas having brown soils
and reddish-brown subsoils are now, recognized as Illoak where they occur
in sufficient size to delineata; texture ranges fru silt loam to slate
lom.

c. Distribution. Pennsylvania, Maryland, Virginia, and
Delaware.

A.1.8 Soil 7. Houston Black Series. This is a monotype series
consisting of Houston Black clay and its several phases, which aem black
to dark gray srsnaar clayey Rendzinams developed on chalk, marl, or calca-
reous clay in warm- teWerate humid prairies. Where developed on chalk or
chalky marl the associated series are Au.stin and Eddy; where developed
on calcareous clays or clayey marls the associated series are Wilson,
Hunt, Houston, and Sumter. Houston Rlack is a darker, less granular,
deeper, and less permeable than Austin, the content of clAy throughout
the solum being greater, and of Ca", lower. Houston soils are browner
and generally more sloping and less deeply developed than Houston Black
clay. Te series similar to Houston Black but developed in the Grand
Prairie on limestones interbedded with marls is San Saba; the noncalcare-
ovis equivalent is Hunt; and the stream terrace analogue is Bell.

a. Soil Profile. (Houston Black clay)

0-18" Very dark gray (black when moist) clay; medium gramzlar;
very sticky and plastic when wet; very crumbly when
slightly moist; calcareous. 10-20" thick.

16-40" Smin as Lorizon 3. except that it is weakly granular
to coarse blocky, lower in organic matter, and con-
tains a few concretions of Ca&C3 in lower part.
0-30" thick.

b. Rauge in Lharacteristics. Thickness of dark layer is
wavy and ranges frm 5 to 50 inches in relation to micro-relief; color of
horizon I ranges from black to dark olive gray and gray (values of 4/ to
5/); where developed over chalk, horizon 2 is dark grayish brown and
strongly granular; shallov phases are 15 to 30 inches deep over chalk;
gravell) phases have water-worn pebbles of chert and quartzit, )n the
mrface; in level phases the lower suboil is gray.

c. Distribution. Prairies within the Gulf CoastAal Plain in
eastern central Texas, southern Oklahcma, Alabama and probably Arkansas.

d. Remarks. The soil has an extremely high coefficient of

expansion and contraction on wetting and drying and the clay content
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generally exceeds 60 percent. Crev~ces 3 tw 6 i~aches wide an extending
to a depth of several feet form &wing extremly dry periods,, =1a puddled
mterial crumbles vit4 ame tboa-ou* vetting an drying. Prior to l9WO,

Basaton Black clay vat regarded as a black cla~y tyge of the Hoston series
but in no of a eparate series, Mouston Black, ODLos are described
vitA provisional Soil &urvey co"- names wd refer to dry soil unless
stated otLevi se.

A-1.9 Soil 9.. Nilan Series. 'Me Ni1.nd soi~ls we azomil soils
of the southwestern. desert region. Sny are calcwoxamo, friable, Srq'
and sz* derived larbely from gravelly alluvial usab over lake-laid soft-
ments. 2bse soils occuWp ancient beech lines at the outer margins of
the former Salton Sea in California. They occur in southeastern CCU~-
fornia wbere the nean annal precipitation 4& about 3 inches,, now inal.

tamerareabout 7Q07, winters ame ailA, and smo very hot. So.
precipitsation oc-nw mostly !z two periods-- -erly mutum Md. late winter.

a. Soil Profile (Xilsjnd GraElly I~.lijt grysh-brown
or light brownish-gray calcaeatos incoherent san; very lax in orgaic
s 'ter; has a quantity of %ater-vorn gravel, consisting principally of
granite, chert, quartz, andi sezo.atone ranging frm~ 1/2 to 3 inches in
oilmeter, scattered on the surface, but rely beloy a deptb of 3 incu 8;
about 8 inches thick.

b. Variations. Chaiefl.y in depth of thu alluvial material
above the stratified lake-laid sediments and in the texture and color of
the stratified leers. These la~yes axe eeeigyvariable. To a few
places the suarface soil has an ashy-gray cast, and in emu place cork-
glomerate-lka grav ls cemented with Lim occur an the surface.

c. Distribution. Sot.atsoeavtern California.
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